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Agenda

What is the Challenge project about? 
The goals of the SE^2 team
Reminder of some of the results
Status of Issues identified at IS09
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TMT (USA-Canada)
30m diametre; 492 segments

GMT (USA)
25m diametre

7 segments
E-ELT
(Europe)

42m diametre
~1000 segments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of the next generation of telescopes is to collect much more light. Therefore very big mirrors are required which cannot be made any longer of one single piece.The drawing shows a draft of the mechanical structure of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) and its competitors, the GMT and TMT.The E-ELT will be about 70m wide, where the primary mirror is 42m in diameter.In order to have a 42 meter diameter mirror, the mirror is segmented in hexagonal pieces of about 1.5 diameter each. This results in 984 hexagonal segments. Due to different disturbances (vibrations, wind, gravity etc.) the segments must be actively controlled to get a continuous mirror surface with an accuracy of a few nanometres.
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Detect nanometers of phasing error in micrometers of
turbulence with Phasing Wave Front Sensors (~20 nm RMS)

Edge Sensors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The wave front is distorted by various factors: one of them is a wrong positioning of the segments of the primary mirror which will result in a discontinuous surface.This is compensated by the so-called phasing loop.The main challenge is to correctly detect the positioning errors of the segments with specific sensors in order to bring the surface of the primary mirror close to the one of a monolithic mirror.Edge Sensors are used to measure the position of the segments relative to each other at a closed loop of about 1Khz. Before the this loop can be closed the edge sensors must calibrated, which happens periodically. This calibration is carried out by so-called phasing sensors.
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APE will be installed at the telescope in 
the Chile desert.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To properly evaluate the sensors, APE will be installed on an existing telescope in order to work with real stars.It will be installed on one of the VLT telescopes in Chile which belongs to the 8m class telescopes.It is installed as a normal instrument on one of the so called Nasmyth platforms, indicated by the little man on the middle-right of the schematic drawing.It has to comply with various mechanical, electrical, optical and software interface specifications for this installation.
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Assembling the 
pieces in the 

integration hall

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Active Phasing Experiment (APE) represents a technology evaluation breadboard for large telescopes. The essential purpose of the APE experiment is to explore, integrate, and validate active wave front control schemes and different phasing sensor technologies for a European Extremely Large Telescope (EELT). This includes the evaluation and comparison of the performance of different types of wave front sensors in the laboratory and on the sky on the one hand, and the integration of the control of a segmented aperture control into an already existing active system and driving both the active system and the control of the segments on the other hand. APE is close to completion and deployment in an operational environment. APE will be deployed in the lab, standalone, but also in an already existing telescope.It contains an active segmented mirror (ASM) with 61 hexagonal elements of 1.2cm in diameter which can be controlled the same way as the future E-ELT primary mirror. The ASM can be controlled in piston (movement perpendicular to surface), tip and tilt (rotations about x/y, parallel to surface).To evaluate the sensors capabilities a special metrology system is built (the Internal Metrology). Based on interferometric measurements,it provides high accuracy (5 nanometers) to determine the exact position of the segments in piston, tip and tilt and simulate the edge sensors of the E-ELT.
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Installation on the 
platform of the 

telescope
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SysML in practice ;-)
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Deliverables:
Generic SysML modelling FAQ: Excerpt 1/2

General modeling guidelines
How should I name model elements?
What rules should I follow when creating diagrams
How should I document the model?
How do I use different types of annotations in the model?
How should I structure the model by using packages?
How do I include external references? 

Guidelines for necessary system models and aspects
What system views should my (structural) model contain?
How many levels of abstraction do I need? 

Guidelines for modeling the system requirements
How should I use dependency matrices?
How do I model relationships between requirement and design element? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project is modeled in different aspects, each serving a particular purpose: Requirements, Context, Structure, Behavior, Data, Verification and Performance.This very same structure is recursively used for all its major sub systems which allows rather self-contained packages covering all aspects.This is in particular important for sub-contracting complete sub systems and organize the system development.The Context defines the scope of the system and its interfaces with its environment.Requirements for each sub-system are derived from system requirements, which refine user requirements which in turn are traced to Objectives.The Structure is organized according to the product tree.
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Deliverables:
Generic SysML modelling FAQ: Excerpt 2/2

Guidelines for modeling the system structure
How do I distinguish a sub structure and an assembly?
How do I model different contexts?
Where do I put systems which are part of the project and needed in 
different contexts but nor part of the system itself?
When should I use block, data or value types?
How do I model re-usable parts, like a catalogue of building blocks?
Where do I put (new) domain specific model elements, like stereotypes?
How do I model domain specific values and types?
How do I model design variants?
How do I define system hierarchies?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As interface are the basic element of an architecture it is very important to have a reduced picture of an interface (not only a CAD drawing).A significant effort was spent to define different variants, depending on the modeling goal.In general there are only 2 abstraction levels – functional and structure and allocating function to structure.No explicit logical structure is needed – the functional view is sufficient.The same applies for control system but there exists an additional deployment level for allocation of SW components to HW components.For the Performance model only a concept for modeling the optical error budget is ready. It is to be completed.
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Deliverables:
SysML model for the APE project

Three major model parts:
Actual system model: APE (with all mentioned system aspects)
Catalogue model: standard parts, library of block prototypes
Modelling profile: additional stereotypes

Main characteristics:
Scalable model structure and organisation 
Includes model annotations, external references
Various examples of ports and flows to model interfaces

Abstraction levels
Functional, Structural, Deployment

Documented at: http://mbse.gfse.de

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The deliverables of the SE^2 team is a SysML model for the APE project, which consists of three major model parts:The actual system model APE (with all mentioned system aspects),  a catalogue model with standard parts, library of block prototypes and a modelling profile with additional stereotypes.Its main characteristics are a scalable model structure and organisation, which includes model annotations, external references and various examples of ports and flows to model interfaces.It has three abstraction levels: the functional architecture, the structural architecture and the deployment.Preliminary results are available at mbse.sysmod.de
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APE project : Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What have we done: about 13000 model elements, about 700 symbols and  about 150 diagrams.The Project Content diagram is the entry point and shows all different aspects and models needed to describe a system.APE, as any complex system, has a large number of functional, performance, physical and interface requirements which have to be satisfied. This implies the need for a professional requirements engineering and management during the project. This is the first application of SysML during the development. APE has about 50 high-level system requirements. The control system has also about 50 requirements, complemented by 150 Use Cases.APE consists of various elements, like wheels, translation stages, lenses, detectors, (segmented) mirrors, light sources, an interferometer, sensors and actuators (19 small axes, 10 TCCDs, 11 other devices, 183 actuators for segmented mirror). The control system alone consists of 12 computing nodes. These elements offer all kinds of optical, mechanical, electronic and software interfaces, both system internal and external to other systems. Their management alone is very challenging for the systems engineering team. Besides these challenges, which apply for many complex systems, APE has some other aspects: The most noticeable challenge of APE is the highly demanding optical layout, which is a unique challenge for every optical system. The highly sensitive system requires a consistent coordinate system of the various parts to ensure a correct optical path. Apart from this it also challenges the control, since there are several open and closed loop systems required. A significant amount of data is produced by image processing data flows. Since APE will be deployed in the lab and in an already existing telescope, slightly different functional aspects are active depending on the deployment mode. Therefore different interfaces to existing systems are needed. 
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APE project: Objectives / requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The major challenge for SysML is to add value for systems engineering of interdisciplinary projects. For the demonstration of the feasibility of using SysML during the systems engineering process of real-world complex systems, such a system shall be modeled. APE, a project of ESO, is chosen as a case study which fulfills these aspects.The main objectives of APE are shown in a requirements diagram.Why are we modeling requirements and not only use a requirements management tool as DOORS? Benefit of modeling requirements are: One central repository for system engineering. Visualization of key requirementsClustering of coherent requirements (use cases)Visualization key requirements impact on design and test
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APE system model: System context

3 modeling approaches for 
interfaces

treated later in challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The System context is modeled using IBDs. Our main focus is on system interfaces.Three different possibilities are shown to model an interface Combination of mechanical and flow interface at block level (Model physical and logical properties at border of block without opening it.) Mechanical and flow interface at part level Mechanical and flow interface at block and part level. Abstract interface representing and ICD (using standard ports).Problem is ensuring consistency between ICD document and the model which is used to create the ICD.
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APE system model: Structure: Internal structure

“Optical view” of APE:
Example for using nested parts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagrams zooms into the optical view.
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APE system model: Structure: Internal structure

“Electrical view” of APE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagrams zooms into the electrical view.
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APE system model: Behavior Excerpt from Activity
“Control Wavefront”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model shows at the same time the physical effect of a system (like distortion of wave front) as well as sensing, actuating actions and control flows.
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Catalogue model: Abstract types

Example for catalogue:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abstract types are used as place holder for specific building blocks. They are classified in different packages.
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Challenges identified at IS08

Variant modeling ☑
Connection of nested blocks ☑
Grouping of interfaces with nested ports ☑
Logical vs. Physical decomposition ☑
Functional multi-layer abstraction ☑
Reuse of blocks, allocation and instances ☑
Structural multi-layer allocation
Defining Quality of Service (QoS)
Transition to UML for software
Configuration and Quality Control
Navigability 
Deployment in an organization
“Instance values”

Note: Order has no meaning, e.g. priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges are shown in more detail on the following slides. 
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SysML challenge: Structural multi-layer allocation – Example (1/1)
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SysML challenge: Structural multi-layer allocation – Characteristics

Notion
Different logical interfaces can use different physical interfaces, e.g. data and 
LAN port, or protocols, e.g. CORBA

How to
<<Allocate>> logical ports to physical ports and protocol ports
Profile with stereotypes for interfaces types
Special port types for better readability (cluttered diagram by stereotypes)

SysML status
There are no plans to support discipline specific interfaces types. That would 
be contradictory to the unified approach of SysML. It is a task for the 
stereotypes mechanism.
Allocation is a stereotype of UML abstraction and the semantics (i.e. the exact 
mapping) of allocate are not defined in SysML. Mapping to be defined. For 
practical reasons use a Note.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural multi-layer allocation The first goal is to allocate 2 two data ports and the commands to different physical ports. What does allocation of a nested block mean? allocation is a stereotype of UML abstraction and the semantics (i.e. the exact mapping) of allocate are not defined in SysML. Therefore allocation of the top most port does not necessarily mean that all nested ports are also allocated. This makes it possible to allocate d1, d2 to lan1, lan2 and the port which realizes the control commands to yet another physical port. The interface itself cannot be allocated because it might be realized by different ports. The second goal is to be able to use different protocols (e.g. DDS, CORBA, etc.) for different data/command ports to reflect a kind of OSI model. Add ports for protocols or use properties. Defining a property of the logical interface defines the protocol for the whole interface. This is not what we intend here. The proper way is to add protocol ports for each protocol (a DDS port, a CORBA port). The logical ports are then allocated to both, the protocol ports AND the physical ports. Multiple allocation is possible. Which protocol is used on which port can be derived from the two allocations. The implementer of the control system and/or control software has to take care of the proper allocation. Since the diagram gets cluttered, not all allocations should appear in the diagram but a dependency matrix should be created. Why not define the protocol stack by tags, like in WSDL?Before a value can be assigned to a tag the port would have to stereotyped. The properties of the stereotype become the tags. There could be a stereotype protocolstack with a property enum type CORBA, DDS, etc. However: you need more clicks you cannot create a dependency matrix which shows the allocation you could not show it in the diagram because there would be too many stereotypes. Would be useful only in a document generator. which port should get the tag? the logical? the physical? We would loose a clear separation. Allocation constraints can be defined to constraint the supplier and client of the allocation relationship
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SysML challenge: Defining Quality of Service (QoS) – Example (1/1)

<<Allocate>>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the synchronization of Pin, Parameter and Parameter node is a bit messy when defining a Call-Behavior for an action it is recommended to deactivate the Action create button in the toolbar and ALWAYS create call-behavior actions.The main point of discussion is, if the Pin of the action or the Parameter of the activity shall be stereotyped. The correct approach seems to stereotype the Parameter and the tool shall propagate it to the associated Pin - the spec has to checked how the existing rate stereotype is defined. 
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SysML challenge: Defining Quality of Service (QoS) – Characteristics

Notion
Additional information on object flow for modelling of performance details, like jitter, 
latency, etc. 

How to
Create <<QoS>> stereotype(s) for pins/parameters and fill in tags for each
Allocate activity and pins to blocks and ports, if necessary
Disable Actions in tool

SysML status
SysML only provides only <<rate>> stereoype which extends Activity Edge and 
Parameter. 
Allocation of Ports to Pins not addressed in SysML standard 1.1
MD extends these stereotypes to ObjectNode for applications like this.
Synchronization of Parameter and Pin is tool-dependent.
UML Profile for Modeling Quality of Service and Fault Tolerance Characteristics and 
Mechanisms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SysML activity diagrams offer only a rate to define details of a Pin. Often more QoS are needed, like latency, jitter, clocked.The solution is to define a stereotype Qos with the properties clocked, jitter, latency, which can have different values for every Pin.If the QoS is valid for both ends of the edge, the edge itself is stereotyped, as suggested already by C.Bock.How does it relate to Parts and Ports?Activities are as usual allocated to parts or blocks. Each pin can be allocated to a flow port.In case Pins are bundled on a port they are allocated to the same port.The allocation of Pins to Ports is optional. If there is a one to one mapping the data type of the flow port and the object node have to be the same.Allocation ObjectFlow to ItemFlow�The ObjectFlow (Edge) describes that in the context of an Activity the output of one Action is bound to the input of another action. In the context of a block a item flow describes the flow of an object from one part or port to the connected part or port. The allocation of the ObjectFlow to an ItemFlow defines which ObjectFlow corresponds to which ItemFlow in a given context. Supplier and producer and context need always be defined. Allocation Pin to Port (not addressed in SysML standard 1.1)�The Pin defines which objects flows in/out of an action from a functional point of view. The Port defines which object flows in/out of a block from a structural point of view. The allocation of Pin to Port defines the mapping of functional to structural view, independent of a context. The supplier and producer need to to be known, e.g. when certain data flows over an Ethernet port but it is irrelevant who is connected to it.   Activities are allocated to blocks if the allocation is true for all parts of this block  Activities are allocated to parts if the activity is only relevant for a particular part.  Block operations to parts�This is particularly the case when sequence diagrams are used to describe behavior rather than activity diagrams. Operations of a block (the whole) in a sequence diagram can be allocated to its parts, it is composed of.
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SysML challenge: Transition to UML for software – Example (1/3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general a software block shall be allocated to ONE package and there shall be no detailed SW design, like creating different blocks for interfaces, control or entity as suggested by M. Hause. We think the detailed design should be left to the SW developer. The developer gets a block with defined logical data and command interfaces, available (allocated) physical interfaces (like LAN ports), possibly defined protocols, and allocated functions. This allocation is the minimum step necessary. If further detail is needed a mixed language approach is needed.The logical interface at a higher abstraction level, like control system or system shall be replicated on SW block level, to have a proper tracing.
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SysML challenge: Transition to UML for software – Example (2/3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the IBD of the next higher abstraction level the ports of the higher level are connected to the ports of the SW block(s).Here starts the cut between System and Software.
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SysML challenge: Transition to UML for software – Example (3/3)

“dirty” option 1

Clean option 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main problem is how to trace SysML ports/interfaces to UML ports/interfaces. Interfaces are easy, they are simply realized by some classes.Two options are presented to do the transition Define a "part-class" of the SW block which represents the SW in the SysML model The UML class is then referenced in the UML SW package and has associations with the other classes of the SWPro The ports and interfaces can be seamlessly connected from the top (control system) to the class strong coupling of SysML and UML Con Classes are excluded from SysML (add to SysML status) strong coupling of SysML and UML Flow ports do not exisit in UML depends on development process depends if tool supports having UML and SysML at the same time available Allocate class ports to ports Pro Only the SW block appears in the SysML model. The cut between the models is done at SW block levell. Control system ports are connected to the SW block ports (there can be more than one software block) -> strong coupling The SW developer defines how UML elements are allocated to the SysML elements by allocating them. Con usage of allocation requires anyway a mixed language approach like in option one because allocate has to be used.If you want to show how SysML interfaces are implemented in SW you need allocate. Only those flow ports are interesting to SW, which are not physical; i.e. information flow ports (DDS like). Define one SW interface for information access. All flow items of the flow spec of the flow port can be mapped to subclasses of the abstract data class; i.e. each concrete data class has a dependency to the flow item.
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SysML challenge: Transition to UML for software – Characteristics

Notion
Seamless transitions from SysML <<system>> and <<software>> blocks to 
UML classes, mapping also ports and interfaces

How to
<<allocate>> block to package (a la M. Hause)
Alternative I: <<allocate>> SysML ports to UML ports and <<realize>> the 
same interfaces. Use interfaces for information access to map flow ports.
Alternative II: create a UML „part class“ representing the SysML block and 
create connectors for SysML ports to UML ports in IBD and class diagram

SysML status
<<allocation>> implies dependency of System to SW or vice versa.
Classes are excluded from SysML

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SysML model does not include the discipline specific models like UML. The UML model uses information from SysML, i.e. the SysML SW block with it's interfaces is the system class in the UML model. The correct way would be to transform the SysML block to the UML class. The pragmatic way is to use the same model element, i.e. the SysML SW block is the same as the UML system class.But it is not necessary a one-to-one mapping. A SysML software block could be mapped to one or more classes. Also several sysml software blocks could be mapped to one single UML class. Important is the direction: the sysml model doesn't include the uml model, but the uml model uses information from the sysml model. There should be no uml elements in the sysml model. In theory a generator/mapping creates elements in the uml model from the sysml model. In practice we have no big gap between both models, since we could stay in the same model.
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SysML challenge: Configuration and Quality Assurance

Require coordinated configuration control of modelers
Require to know which parts have changed – changes can happen anywhere 
in the model
Require Track Changes a la Word for individual commit, visual diff

MagicDraw Team Work Server (TWS) solves some
Locking at model element/symbol/diagram level by different users
No commit of individual parts only of complete project -> unknown which 
parts changed (visual diff), changelog related to complete model
Problem in the beginning with corrupted IBDs -> fixed very quickly
Allows working offline/local with deferred merge

Provide template for structure (getTemplate Plugin)
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SysML challenge: Navigability – Hyperlinks - Example (1/2)
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SysML challenge: Navigability – Multiple Views - Example (2/2)
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SysML challenge: Navigability of models – finding the things you need

Basic Rules
At creation of an element: "What can I hyperlink it to ?“
Assembly Block to its Internal Block Diagrams (IBD) – multiple views
Single model or package to a SysML Package Diagram (or SysML Block 
Definition Diagram)
Part Property to its Internal Block Diagram (IBD)
From every diagram to top level diagram

Navigate on elements and packages – only little the browser to „OPEN UP“ 
things
Hyperlink packages with contents list and dependencies between packages to 
reflect process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic Rules As soon as you create a new element's symbol, ask yourself: "What can I hyperlink it to ?", and drag a diagram icon onto it. Hyperlink every single model or package to a SysML Package Diagram (or SysML Block Definition Diagram) Hyperlink every assembly Block to its Internal Block Diagram (IBD): If you use MD SysML's StructuredBlock menu that is done automatically for you Place at least one Block Definition Diagram (BDD) diagram icon on every Internal Block Diagram (IBD) Drag the Internal Block Diagram (IBD) icon of the Type of a Property onto that Property in an IBD so that you can open up a part into its matching IBD. Use a top-level SysML Package Diagram or (custom MagicDraw Content Diagram) as a sitemap and place its icon on every single diagram in your project: however, be aware that this can prevent modularization Hyperlink your top-level SysML system and/or system context to their IBD or BDD and place them on every diagram possible throughout your project. however, be aware that this can prevent modularization Navigate on elements. Navigate very little via the browser. You need to make you project completely navigable ON THE ELEMENTS and also ON THE PACKAGES. It is a basic systems engineering idiom. One needs to be able to OPEN UP packages and OPEN UP systems and blocks. In MagicDraw: All you need to do is create package diagrams for your packages and drag the package diagram icon from the browser onto the package symbol in a diagram. Use hyperlinked packages with contents list and dependencies between packages. You can also show (possibly stereotyped) dependencies between packages better to reinforce the sense of systems engineering, You don't have to be too fancy, just reflect the basic sense or system engineering process. 
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Challenges of SysML deployment in an organization

Best practices
Mentor and SysML/Tool confident person
Extend gradually the range, define modeling goals, guidelines, and standards
“Just use it!” (Do not talk about modeling and SysML too much as it raises fear of 
waste of time)

Observations
(no) support/commitment from management  but a necessity for engineering
How is presented to management? How do they see a gain? 
There is no immediate real-life artifact (no LED blinking, no tangible objects)
Under pressure people fall back to techniques they know
People are often lazy to learn/apply something new
Not modeling means often not understanding and therefore underestimating the 
problem. 
Modeling reveals complexity and people get scared 
Contractual problems with models – only text is understood by lawyers
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Challenges of SysML: “Values” – with work around 1/3

Unclear definition of context specific values to value properties of part 
properties causes weird workarounds in SysML 1.0 for IBDs.

E.g. defining the IP address for a part-property of a block representing a PC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since there can be no context specific value assigned to value properties, for example to define the IP address in the deployment model, the name of the part is abused for the IP address.
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Challenges of SysML: “Values” – Context Specific Values 2/3
Better definition of context specific values (IBDs) in SysML 1.1 to define 
values at usage level!
Notation defined but
not mapping into model
(tool dependent)
Owner can only be
a package -> difficult
to relate to part
InstanceSpec should
be nested within the part
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Challenges of SysML: “Values” with Property Specific Types 3/3

Property Specific Types are used to define values at Block definition level 
(default value) – could use Instances but don’t know how to relate to structure
Cumbersome

.

Same 
(inherited) 
attribute NEW 

attribute 
redefines 
inherited 
attribute
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Summary

What we have
Checked the usability of SysML for ground based astronomy domain
Provided modeling guidelines, recipes and applied them to a real system 
model
Reached the limits of SysML for systems engineering of

Requirements
Structure 
Behavior

Our current conclusion
SysML can be used to model ground based astronomy domain
SysML offers not much built-in opto-electronical engineering
We have reach some limits of SysML
However: Do not use to much fancy SysML constructs

Common understanding of all systems engineering stakeholders is the most 
important value
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